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SMALL but MIGHTY Have several other coloured pencil 'how-to' books but that one has the most
readily useful details. Also included will be the colored pencil options and step-by-step
instruction on how best to apply the colours. Inside are short tasks, usually consisting of an
individual shape on a white background. I will be searching for even more of the author's books.
Although written for all those with drawing aspirations I discover it's wonderful so you can get
realistic renditions in coloring books. many man-produced objects such as shoes, glassware and
a traditional car which have become helpful to find out transparency & I . I have already been
doing each project twice - first, faithfully following all guidelines, and a second time without
relying on the instructions so very much and tweaking to boost my drawings. more; Lots of
animal illustrations: guinea pig, tree frog, puppy, kitten, equine & Nice beginner book Bought for
my adult girl who is happy with it. This reserve does neither, and advantages from the omissions.
also different ways to carry your pencils. The figures are often adorable--a tree frog, a kitten, a
turtle, and so forth. The layering used to create the colors is also stripped down, rarely
comprising more than three shades. This process has the twin advantage of offering easily
digestible chunks that can be created in an individual sitting, a big advantage for those of us who
are extremely busy but like to unwind with artwork, and not difficult color schemes that the
underlying idea becomes transferable to other projects.I take this book in airplanes with me,
plus a colored pencil roll and a little sketchbook. It's an excellent way to pass enough time on a
flight and I've even were able to trade a few of the resulting drawings for things like fishing
lessons while in trip. Learning to work with colored pencils If you are beginning to use colored
pencils or are thinking about working with them, this is actually the perfect publication for an
introduction on how to use the medium. It doesn't cover basic drawing concepts so it's not the
right book to understand to draw but I would suggest it in case you are wishing to figure out how
to work coloured pencils for the outcomes you would like to get from their website. Nice
techniques, great instruction. Great intro to colored pencil drawing! Great projects offering
specific instructions - but are guiding you to understand and practice principles used in shaded
pencil drawings. a daisy flower in addition to the cover exemplory case of assorted fruit give a
wide assortment of practice to build your abilities. Great book I really like this book and also
have produced some really nice artwork following her step by step instructions. shine of areas;
Great resource for brand-new artists This book contains step-by-step instruction on several
projects such as a parrot, dog, and fruit still life.like how she gives all the shades up front and
tells you the place to start. Better examples of materials, pencil strokes and color schemes; Very
useful to newbies. Five Stars love it Fantastic book~ Love this book. I needed a book that didn't
use solvents. There's many fun styles to try. I will be by using this for weeks. Short but sweet
projects Many coloured pencil books share two features: included exercises copying complete
fledged works by the author, and interminable layers of color, often provided without
explanation. Colored Pencils Great book and great tips
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